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Abstract. The hypothesis explored in this paper is that the amount of object mass nouns (e.g. furniture, jewelry) in a given language is related to the amount of morphosyntax that indicates the countability nouns (e.g. many, much) in that language. This hypothesis, together with the analysis of Sutton & Filip (2016) best captures the occurrence of object mass nouns across languages. The analysis of Sutton & Filip (2016) accurately predicts which class of nouns will have object mass nouns across languages—collective artifacts—and the novel hypothesis provides a means of predicting the amount of object mass nouns in a given language: languages with many morphosyntactic reflexes of the mass/count distinction will likewise have many object mass nouns—e.g. English—and languages with few morphosyntactic reflexes of the mass/count distinction will likewise have few object mass nouns—e.g. Greek, Hungarian, and Japanese.
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1. Introduction. The main idea argued for in this paper is that, across languages, the amount of object mass nouns in a language is related to the amount of morphosyntax that indicates the countability of nouns in that language. This idea is in direct conflict with certain theories of countability that make alternative crosslinguistic predictions. For example Chierchia (2015) argues that certain languages—e.g. those like Greek and Japanese—cannot have object mass nouns, despite having morphosyntactic environments that indicate the countability of nouns. Alternatively, Rothstein (2010) predicts that languages can have very large numbers of object mass nouns so long as these nouns can be counted with classifiers—e.g. those like Hungarian and Japanese. The grounds for motivating a hypothesis alternative to those argued for by, for example Chierchia (2015) and Rothstein (2010), include taking into account recent research that suggests that each of the aforementioned languages have both a relatively small amount of object mass nouns and a relatively small amount of morphosyntactic environments that indicate the countability of nouns. As suggested by Chierchia (2010), object mass nouns constitute a testing ground for theories of the mass/count distinction. The presence of object mass nouns in Greek, Hungarian, and Japanese constitutes evidence that militates against certain analyses of the mass/count distinction, namely those of Chierchia (2015) and Rothstein (2010), and this evidence is compatible with analyses like that of Sutton & Filip (2016). More generally, this evidence supports theories that assume that object mass nouns arise among a relatively small notional class of nouns—collective artifacts—which can be analyzed as denoting overlapping individuated entities as opposed to assuming that object mass nouns can arise among all nouns that denote objects.

2. Background. Object mass nouns get their name from their two primary properties: (i) they are mass nouns that (ii) refer to objects. In English, mass nouns have long been identified as...
those that occur with quantifiers like much and little, but do not straightforwardly\(^1\) occur with numerical modifiers, plural morphology, determiners like a(n), these, and those, or quantifiers like each, every, several, few, many, etc. Nouns like furniture, equipment, soil, and mud each qualify as mass nouns under these criteria.

(1) *three muds, *three furniture  
   (Rothstein 2010; p. 346)

(2) *every/several furniture(s)  
   (Rothstein 2010; p. 347)

Object mass nouns like furniture, equipment, luggage, and jewelry have been identified by this name, or others like ‘fake mass nouns’ (Landman 2011) and ‘naturally atomic mass nouns’ (Rothstein 2010), at least since Barner & Snedeker (2005) showed that these nouns are susceptible to cardinality based quantity comparison, while nouns that refer to substances are not—e.g. soil, mud, mustard, and clay. Additionally, Rothstein (2010) and Schwarzschild (2011) both observed that the same object denoting nouns are felicitous with predicates like big, round, long, and large, which Schwarzschild (1996) named ‘stubbornly distributive’ because of the fact that they require multiple individuals to distribute over. This stubborn distributivity is illustrated by the fact that big felicitously modifies furniture, which refers to multiple individuals, in (3), while this and other predicates do not felicitously modify nouns like wine, snow, cocaine, and traffic, which according to Schwarzschild (2011) do not refer to multiple individuals (4).

(3) a. The furniture in our house is big.
   b. In a department store: ‘The big furniture is on the third floor.’
   c. To movers who are emptying the house: ‘Please take the big furniture down first.’
   d. ‘Don’t buy big furniture, the stairs are too narrow to carry it up.’  
   (Rothstein 2010; p. 360)

(4) a. ?The wine is big.\(^2\)
   b. ?The snow is round.
   c. ?The cocaine was long.
   d. ?The traffic is large.  
   (Schwarzschild 2011; p. 5)

Before these semantic tests were observed by Barner & Snedeker (2005); Rothstein (2010) and Schwarzschild (2011), Chierchia (1998) and Gillon (1999) observed that mass nouns in this class often have count counterparts: luggage, suitcases; footwear, shoes; etc. Chierchia (1998) also noted that these nouns notionally refer to objects. For Chierchia (1998) and many others, object is a technical term for “bodies that are cohesive, bounded, spatiotemporally continuous, and solid or substantial; they move as connected wholes, independently of one another, on connected paths though unoccupied space” (Soja et al. 1991; p. 183). ‘Collective artifacts’ is a term used by Sutton & Filip (2016, 2018); Erbach et al. (2019) among others to refer to all nouns, mass and count, in this notional class, though the term ‘collective aggregates’ has also been used (e.g. Grimm 2012).

Given the identification of object mass nouns requires (i) a grammatical test for being a mass noun, and (ii) a semantic test for distinguishing object mass nouns from other mass

---

\(^1\)By straightforwardly I mean they do not combine without occurring in a measure, portion, or kind phrase, or without being coerced into such an interpretation if it is possible to do so.

\(^2\)This judgment pertains to a judgment in size, as opposed to one where the flavor of the wine is being described as, e.g. ‘full bodied’ or otherwise.
nouns, one might expect to be able to find object mass nouns in any language in which such tests are feasible. While certain semantic theories of countability allow for the possibility of finding object mass nouns in any language (e.g. Rothstein 2010; Sutton & Filip 2016), others explicitly predict that certain languages should have no object mass nouns at all because of other properties of their respective nominal systems (e.g. Chierchia 2010, 2015; Rothstein 2017). The following subsections will review three semantic theories of countability, each of which makes different predictions about the extent to which one might find object mass nouns across languages. There have been many other treatments of countability and object mass nouns in formal semantics Landman (2011, 2016); Grimm (2012); Grimm & Levin (Submitted), but I will focus on three that have made particular crosslinguistic predictions and which have been applied to typologically distinct languages.

2.1. SEMANTIC COPY CAT. Object mass nouns, under the analysis of Chierchia (2015) denote stable atoms, but they also copy substance denoting nouns in denoting a singleton property. Stable atoms are those that are atomic, in every accessible world, as defined in (5), and unstable atoms are those that are not atomic in every accessible world, (6); when not atomic, what is referred to is a plurality.

(5) $\text{AT}(P) = \lambda w \lambda x [\text{P}_w(x) \land \forall w' \in K_w \forall z [\text{P}_w(z) \land z \leq x \rightarrow z = x]]$ (Chierchia 2015; p. 161)

(6) $\text{MASS}(P) = \forall w \forall x [\text{P}_w(x) \land \forall z [\text{P}_w(z) \land z \leq x \rightarrow z = x] \rightarrow \Box \forall y [\text{P}(y) \land y \leq x \rightarrow y = x]]$ (Chierchia 2015; p. 160)

Leaning on the definition of objects from Soja et al. (1991), nouns that refer to objects denote stable atoms, and those that do not refer to unstable atoms. For Chierchia (2015), the difference between stably atomic and not stably atomic nouns is not enough for characterizing the difference between count nouns and mass nouns respectively, because this difference alone cannot explain how mass nouns can be grammatically singular: since mass nouns refer to unstable atoms, in some worlds they refer to pluralities and so their reference does not match the definition of singular number marking that Chierchia (2015) assumes to hold in English, namely that singular nouns must be atomic (7).

(7) a. PL(P)=P if $^* \text{AT}(P)=P$
   b. SG(P)=P if AT(P)=P (Chierchia 2015; p. 164)

To account for the singular morphology of mass nouns, Chierchia (2015) assumes that mass nouns denote a singleton property, that is, the sum of all unstable atoms. With the definitions of atomicity and number marking taken together, Chierchia (2015) characterizes singular count nouns as those that each refer to a set of stable atoms, while mass nouns have singular morphology and refer to a stably atomic singleton property. Object mass nouns have the requisite properties to be count nouns, but copy the behavior of mass nouns in denoting a singleton property as a matter of lexical choice.

From Chierchia’s (2015) theory of the mass/count distinction, it follows that any language with number marking defined as above can potentially have object mass nouns, while those without such number marking cannot. Examples of languages that do not have this sort of number marking are Greek and Japanese. In Greek, mass nouns can take plural morphology, as in (8), to express something like ‘much’ or ‘spread’/’scattered’ (Tsoulas 2008; Alexiadou 2011; Kouneli 2019), so it cannot be the case that (7) also defines number marking in Greek.
(8) Trehoun nera apo to tavani
    Drip.3RD.PL waterPL.NEUT.NOM from the ceilingNEUT.SG
‘Water is dripping from the ceiling’ (Tsoulas 2008; p. 133)

Japanese, on the other hand, does not have obligatory plural morphology, and classifiers are used in counting constructions, (9), since all nouns are assumed to refer to kinds, so Japanese likewise cannot have number marking defined as in (7).

(9) ichi-*rin-no hana
    one-CL-GEN flower
‘one flower’ (Sudo 2016; p. 2)

Because neither Greek nor Japanese have number marking like that in English, which gives rise to object mass nouns, in Chierchia’s (2015) analysis of countability, it is predicted that these languages should have no object mass nouns. Chierchia (2015) provides analyses nominal systems that give rise to the properties had by languages like Greek and Japanese, but in these analyses, there are no other mechanisms like the copy cat effect assumed to exist in English, that could give rise to object mass nouns. Evidence of object mass nouns in either of these languages would therefore militate against Chierchia’s (2015) analysis.

2.2. NO COUNTING CONTEXT. In Rothstein’s (2010) analysis of countability, object mass nouns denote natural atoms and sums thereof, but they are not indexed to a counting context and are therefore mass. Rather than adopting the definition of objects given by Soja et al. (1991), Rothstein (2010) uses the term ‘natural atoms’ and defines it as in (10), which states that natural atoms are atoms in all contexts.

(10) Natural atomicity:
    If N is a naturally atomic predicate then:
    \[ \forall x \forall k \forall k' [x \in \pi_1(N_k) \land x \in \pi_1(^*N_{k'} \rightarrow \pi_1(N_{k'}))] \]
    ‘If N is naturally atomic, then for any two contexts k and k’, if x is an atom of N_k, and x is in the denotation of N_{k’}, x is also an atom in N_{k’}.’ (Rothstein 2010; p. 373)

Noun roots are assumed to express general number number—i.e. they refer to entities and sums thereof—and mass nouns are equivalent in denotation to roots.

Rothstein (2010) assumes that count nouns are typically distinct from mass nouns, and what makes them countable is the fact that they are indexed to counting contexts, which denote the entities that can be counted. Rothstein (2010) does not delineate any limitation on which nouns can be mass or count in her analysis, and she uses this to make predictions about the behavior of nouns in languages like Japanese. Rothstein (2010) assumes that nouns in languages like Japanese are all mass, and that the classifier in counting constructions like (9) indexes the mass noun to a counting context and therefore the classifier + noun construction can combine with a numerical like ichi (‘one’). Within this analysis, all nouns in these languages that refer to natural atoms are essentially object mass nouns.

Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) build on Rothstein (2010) to propose an analysis of Hungarian in which it, like Japanese, has a very large number of object mass nouns. Hungarian allows nouns that refer to objects (or, natural atoms) to be counted in two ways: either directly as in English (though without plural morphology), or with a classifier as in Japanese (again without plural morphology).
Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) assume that object denoting nouns that can be counted in both ways have two distinct denotations: one that is like a singular count noun in English, which refers to entities indexed to a counting context, and one that is like an object mass noun in English (or an object denoting noun in Japanese), which refers to natural atoms and sums thereof but is not indexed to a counting context.

While Rothstein (2010) and Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) assume there are very large numbers of object mass nouns in languages like Hungarian and Japanese, such patterns are unlike those made for other languages in which seem to have a restricted set of object mass nouns. Evidence of a restricted set of nouns having distinct object mass characteristics outside of counting constructions, in languages like Japanese and Hungarian, would militate against Rothstein’s (2010) assumption that potentially any object denoting noun can be object mass.

2.3. INDIVIDUATION WITHOUT SPECIFICATION. Under the analysis of Sutton & Filip (2016), object mass nouns are those that denote individuated entities which overlap in the null counting context in which these nouns are interpreted. Sutton and Filip’s (2016) individuation function, IND, identifies the entities in the denotation of a noun that could potentially be counted as ‘one’ (this idea being inspired by Rothstein’s (2010) notion of counting context), though, crucially, these individuated entities might overlap. For example, the individuation function applied to the root KITCHENWARE, identifies all of the items of kitchenware that could potentially be counted as ‘one’, and this set of individuated entities will denote items like tea cups, saucers, and entire tea sets, each of which could count as one, and which overlap given the tea cups and saucers are part of the tea set. The various ways of counting items of kitchenware in different contexts is inspired by the notion of variants from Landman (2011) (see also Krifka 2009). Within this analysis, only nouns whose set of individuated entities overlap could be object mass nouns. IND(DOG), for example, could not be an object mass noun, because no sum of dogs could be counted as ‘one’. At the same time, not all overlapping sets of individuated entities give rise to object mass nouns, because Sutton & Filip (2016) assume a second operation in the denotation of nouns, c, which specifies which of the individuated entities are to be counted in the context of use. If a denotation of the noun like kitchenware is saturated with the null counting context, c0, which is the identity function on the set of individuated entities and does not specify a set of entities that are disjoint from one another, then it will be an object mass noun, because the counting operation is assumed to require nouns to have a non-disjoint denotation, and, as we know, the set of individuated entities in the denotation of kitchenware is overlapping. If the denotation contains a specific counting context, which specifies a disjoint denotation, then the noun is countable as in the case of K¨uchenger¨at (‘piece of kitchenware’ German).

Sutton and Filip’s (2016) analysis predicts that the only nouns that have the potential to be object mass nouns are collective artifact nouns—i.e. those denote an overlapping set of individuated entities when the IND function is applied to the root. This also means that, crosslinguistically, only a restricted set of nouns have the potential to be object mass nouns. In languages with nominal systems like those in Greek, Hungarian, and Japanese, the potential number of object is not any larger than that in English. This analysis is compatible with that
of Chierchia (2015), because it allows for there to be no mass nouns in a given language. One difference between the two is that Chierchia (2015) does not give clear restrictions on which object denoting nouns might become object mass, while Sutton & Filip (2016) do. Conversely, Sutton & Filip (2016) do not adopt a strong definition of number marking like that of Chierchia (2015), so the former analysis is compatible with the existence of object mass nouns in languages like Greek, Hungarian, and Japanese, while the latter predicts that object mass nouns should not occur in such languages. At the same time, Sutton and Filip’s (2016) analysis is not compatible with that of Rothstein (2010), given the latter assumes that all object denoting nouns can be object mass, and essentially assumes this is the case in Hungarian and Japanese. This latter assumption is not uncontroversial, and Rothstein (2017) essentially claims the opposite for languages like Japanese, namely that no noun that refers to objects is object mass, rather she assumes that all nouns in such languages denote kinds.

To summarize Section 2, object mass nouns are defined in a particular way that does not entail any restrictions on the amount of object mass nouns in one particular kind of language or another. So long as a language has a means of distinguishing mass nouns and count nouns, and a means of determining that certain mass nouns have object reference, it is possible to test for object mass nouns in that language. From analyses of the mass/count distinction, it often follows that one can assume how many object mass nouns a language may or may not have. Chierchia (2015) predicts that Greek and languages like Japanese should have no object mass nouns, Rothstein (2010) assumes that all object denoting nouns in languages like Japanese are object mass and a similar analysis is made by Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) with respect to Hungarian, and Sutton & Filip (2016) predict that the number of object mass nouns in a language can be no higher than the number of nouns that refer to collective artifacts in that language. Each of these analyses paint very different pictures of the possible numbers of object mass nouns in a given language, and in-depth analysis of object mass nouns in typologically distinct languages is necessary to put these theories to the test.

3. Proposal. The novel proposal argued for in this paper is that the amount of object mass nouns in a language corresponds to the amount of morphosyntax that reveals the countability of the noun. The amount of object mass nouns in a language might be tied to the amount of morphosyntax that reveals the countability of each noun, because the morphosyntax in which a noun appears has been shown to be indicators of the countability of a noun for children as young as age 3 Gordon (1985). In other words, if learners do not constantly experience nouns being used in particular morphosyntax—i.e that which enforces either count encoding or mass encoding—then when it comes to counting, they may decide whether or not a noun is countable on perceptual features, like whether or not a noun refers to objects or a substance. On the other hand, if a learners constantly experience nouns being used in morphosyntax that enforces either count or mass encoding, then speakers are less likely rely on perceptual features to determine countably and that language will be more likely to have a larger number object mass nouns.

This proposal aims to be a middle of the road approach, compared to that argued for by Chierchia (2015) and Rothstein (2010), which respectively argue that certain languages should have no object mass nouns at all, or that they should have as many nouns be object mass as is possible. Recall that the way in which object mass nouns are identified relies on (i) a noun’s behavior in a large number of morphosyntactic environments that indicate whether a noun
is count or mass, and (ii) whether or not that noun can be determined to refer to objects via semantic tests like quantity comparison or felicity with stubbornly distributive predicates. Because these characteristics are not, per se, strictly tied to grammatical features like number marking or counting constructions alone, an analysis in which the underlying characteristics of object mass nouns are not rooted these particular features is possibly more likely to be able to capture the existence of object mass nouns in languages with nominal systems that vary from English with respect to the manifestation of the mass/count distinction. Because the analysis of Sutton & Filip (2016) is tied to the way entities in the denotations of nouns are counted rather than number marking or counting constructions, it is the most compatible with a middle of the road hypothesis about the possible amount of object mass nouns in a given language, namely one where this amount is related to the amount of morphosyntax that reveals the countability of nouns.

The analysis of Sutton & Filip (2016), together with the novel proposal of this paper predicts very different patterns compared to the respective analyses of Chierchia (2015) and Rothstein (2010). Rather than seeing the largest number of nouns with object mass denotations in languages where nouns that refer to objects can be counted with classifiers, as assumed by Rothstein (2010), and rather than seeing no object mass nouns in languages that do not have a strong definition of number marking as in (7), what we should expect to see across languages is that the largest possible amount of object mass nouns is equivalent to the amount of collective artifact nouns, that is, those whose set of individuated entities is overlapping. We should also expect to see that a language is only likely to approach this amount if there is also a large amount of morphosyntax that overtly indicates the countability of a noun. In languages where there are few morphosyntactic environments that indicate the countability of a noun, it will be more likely that there are few object mass nouns, if there are any at all.

4. Data. Each of the aforementioned theories of countability are supported by the data reviewed above, though more recent investigations have brought additional data into discussion. In this section, data from English is reviewed first as a way of delineating known characteristics of the mass/count distinction and the number of object mass nouns in English. Subsequently, data from Greek, Hungarian, and Japanese will be reviewed and discussed with respect to the consequences it presents for these particular theories.

4.1. English. The characteristics of the mass/count distinction in English have been documented and discussed widely, though Chierchia (1998) provides one of the most comprehensive lists. He provides 13 different ways that one might ‘test’ for the countability of a given noun: numerical determiners, number marking, obligatory classifiers for counting, a(n), both, each, every, few, a few, many, several, little, and much. As exemplified in (12), some English nouns straightforwardly take plural morphology—e.g. shoe—with others do not—e.g. footwear, blood.

(12) a. There are shoes in this store.
   b. *There are footwears in this store.
   c. *There are bloods on the wall. (Chierchia 1998; p. 55)

While the list from Chierchia (1998) is one of the largest, it certainly does not contain all ‘tests’ for countability, as it does not contain demonstrative determiners like these and those, counting phrases like dozens of or hundreds of, etc.

In addition to having an incomplete list of known tests for countability, the list of known
Object mass nouns is also incomplete. Citing those tested respectively by Barner & Snedeker (2005), Rothstein (2010), and Schwarzschild (2011), the number would be only seven, including *furniture*, *clothing*, *jewelry*, *silverware*, *mail*, *luggage*, and *equipment*. Erbach (2020) gives a list of more than 40 additional nouns, including *inventory*, *teaware*, *swag*, etc., that may prove to be object mass when tested, therefore bringing the number of possible object mass nouns in English up to around 50.

4.2. GREEK. In his analysis of plural mass nouns in Greek, Tsoulas (2008) notes only two tests for countability: numerical determiners and the determiner *kathe* (‘every’) are only straightforwardly felicitous with count nouns. Mass nouns, on the other hand, are not straightforwardly used with either.

(13) *Kathe* negro ine ahromo
    every water is colorless
    ‘Every water is colorless.’ (Tsoulas 2008; p. 137)

In addition to there having been only two tests for countability discussed with respect to Greek, there have only been two Greek nouns labeled object mass. Alexiadou (2015) uses unacceptability with plural morphology as a test for mass nouns and felicity with stubbornly distributive predicates as a test for objecthood, showing that *epiplosi* (‘furniture’) and *ruhimos* (‘clothing’) are object mass nouns in Greek

(14) I epiplosi sto domatio ine strogili.
    the furniture in room is round
    ‘The furniture in the room is round.’ (Alexiadou 2015; p. 15)

(15) *ruhismi
    *clothings

The Greek data, as the English data is likely incomplete, though it seems the number of object mass nouns in Greek may indeed be particularly low, as Tsoulas (2008) notes that they are particularly hard to identify on account of the fact that nouns known to be object mass in English are countable in Greek.

4.3. HUNGARIAN. With respect to Hungarian, Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) describe three tests for countability in which count nouns are felicitous but mass nouns are not: plural morphology, direct counting, and the count WH-determiner *hány* (‘how many’), and Erbach (2020) shows that *egy par* (‘a couple of’) can be characterized as a test for countability as well.

(16) három (darab) könyv
    three **CLgeneral** book
    ‘three books’ (Schvarcz & Rothstein 2017; p. 185)

(17) *három *(darab) sár
    three **CLgeneral** mud
    ‘three pieces of mud’ (Schvarcz & Rothstein 2017; p. 194)

Object mass nouns in Hungarian can be identified by infelicity with respect to the tests above which all select for count nouns. Erbach et al. (2019) shows that *lőszer* (‘ammunition’), *felszerelés* (‘equipment’), and *csomagolás* (‘packaging’) are genuine mass nouns, patterning with *kosz* (‘dirt’) in examples like (17) rather than with nouns like *könyv* (‘book’) as in (16). The current
state of research on countability thus shows that Hungarian has four tests for countability and three object mass nouns.

Crucially, nouns like kőnyv (‘book), which Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017), call dual life on account of their assumption that these have an object mass denotation in addition to a count denotation, do not behave like other mass nouns with respect to all countability tests. For example, one commonly discussed characteristic of mass predicates is that they have cumulative reference, namely that they can refer to the sum of any two entities that they can refer to separately (Link 1983; Krifka 1989; Rothstein 2010; Sutton & Filip 2016; among others). Hungarian object mass nouns have this property as well, though the nouns that Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) call dual life do not. For example, a lőszer (‘the ammunition’) can be used to refer to individual pieces of ammunition or sums thereof, while a kőnyv (‘the book’) can only refer to individual books suggesting that it does not have an object mass denotation available in this sort of construction.

(18) A lőszer 2kg-ot nyom.
the ammunition 2kg-ACC weigh
‘The ammunition weighs 2 kilograms.’ (e.g. one or several pieces) (Erbach et al. 2019)

(19) A könyv 2kg-ot nyom.
the book 2kg-ACC weigh
‘The book weighs 2 kilograms.’ (only refers to one book) (Erbach et al. 2019)

Data such as (18) and (19) call into question the characterization of nouns like kőnyv (‘book’) as dual life. Erbach et al. (2019) propose an alternative analysis to that of Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017), arguing that classifiers restrict counting rather than shift mass nouns to countable predicates, meaning that nouns like kőnyv (‘book’) are strictly count nouns, rather than dual life, and the number of object mass nouns in Hungarian is relatively small.

4.4 JAPANESE. Given that counting occurs with classifiers in Japanese, it is generally assumed that Japanese has no grammaticized lexical mass/count distinction, rather, all nouns in such languages are of the same semantic type (Chierchia 1998; Cheng & Sybesma 1998; Muromatsu 2003; Nemoto 2005; Li 2011; Rothstein 2017). At the same time, however, Sudo (2015) shows that Japanese has at least five morphosyntactic environments to distinguish countable nouns from non-countable nouns: numerical determiners and four count determiners. For example, the quantifier phrase nan-byakut-toiuu (‘hundreds of’) is felicitous with nouns like komento (‘comment’) but infelicitous with nouns like ase (‘sweat’).

(20) a. sono tookoo-ni nan-byaku-toiuu komento-ga tsuita.
that post-TO what-100-say comment-NOM provided.
‘That post got hundreds of comments.’

b. Taro-wa nan-byaku-toiuu ase-o kaita
Taro-TOP what-100-say sweat-ACC secreted
(intended) ‘Taro sweated a lot.’ (Sudo 2015; p. 5)

Crucially, Sudo (2015) intentionally uses the terms ‘countable’ and ‘noncountable’ rather than ‘count’ and ‘mass’ respectively to distinguish this behavior of nouns in Japanese from their counterparts in other languages that can be straightforwardly tied to a mass/count distinction, rather than assuming that the phenomena are identical in nature.
Building on the observations of Sudo (2015), Erbach et al. (2020) show that there is evidence to support the idea that Japanese has nouns that display the characteristic behavior of object mass nouns. In an acceptability judgment task and follow-up consultation, Erbach et al. (2020) found that *shinamono* (‘wares/articles’) and *kattamono* (‘shopped goods’) are judged to be the least felicitous when composed with *nan-byaku-toi uu* (‘hundreds of’) in sentences. These nouns are also judged according to cardinality in quantity comparison tasks, and therefore they display both characteristics of object mass nouns.

5. Analysis. The evidence of object mass nouns in English, Greek, Hungarian, and Japanese presented in Section 4 supports the proposal of this paper that larger amounts of object mass nouns are more likely to be found in languages with larger amounts of morphosyntactic environments in which the countability of a noun is overtly observable. Table 1 summarizes the data described above, and it shows that the language with the largest approximate number of morphosyntactic environments in which the countability of a noun is overtly observable, or ‘tests’, likewise has the largest number of object mass nouns. Conversely, the language with the smallest amount of tests, Greek, has the smallest amount of object mass nouns. Hungarian and Japanese pattern very closely to Greek in having both few tests for countability and few object mass nouns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Object Mass Nouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Approximate amounts of countably tests and object mass nouns

The predicted pattern pertaining to amount of morphosyntactic environments in which the countability of a noun is indicated and the amount of object mass nouns in a language is directly observable in recent research on countability and object mass nouns in English, Greek, Hungarian, and Japanese.

A consequence of observing this pattern and confirming the main hypothesis of this paper is that support is provided for the analysis of object mass nouns argued for by Sutton & Filip (2016), while the respective analyses of Chierchia (2010) and Rothstein (2017) are militated against. Recall that Sutton & Filip (2016) expect to find object mass nouns among nouns that denote overlapping individuated entities at the null counting context. More plainly, Sutton & Filip (2016) predict that object mass nouns will only refer to collective artifact nouns like *kitchenware, equipment*, etc. whose individuals can be counted in multiple ways—recall a tea set could be one item of kitchenware or many—while nouns that refer to things like cats will never be object mass across languages because individual cats can only be counted in one way: each cat is *one cat*. In English, Greek, Hungarian, and Japanese, the predictions of Sutton & Filip (2016) are borne out.

Conversely, the data discussed herein militates against the respective analyses of Chierchia (2015) and Rothstein (2010). Under Chierchia’s (2015) analysis, the only language among these four that should have any object mass nouns at all is English, given the number marking in English can be assumed to be defined with respect to atomicity, and one can assume that object mass nouns arise due to a copy cat effect whereby object denoting nouns that could be count choose to copy substance denoting nouns in denoting a singleton property. This definition
of number marking cannot not be upheld in Greek, where mass nouns straightforwardly take plural morphology, Hungarian, where singular nouns are used in all counting constructions and also with quantifiers, or Japanese, where there is no obligatory number marking at all. Given Chierchia’s (2015) analysis of number marking and object mass nouns in English cannot be applied to Greek, Hungarian, and Japanese, the analysis cannot account for the data above.

Recall that Rothstein (2010) would predict that there are many object mass nouns in Hungarian and Japanese since object denoting nouns in these languages can be counted with classifiers. However, as observed in the respective sections on Hungarian and Japanese data, each of these languages have a subset of object denoting nouns that display mass noun behavior in more contexts than those observed by Rothstein (2010) and Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017), while the nouns that are assumed by Rothstein (2010) and Schvarcz & Rothstein (2017) to have an object mass denotation do not display object mass behavior in these other contexts. In other words, it seems that neither Hungarian nor Japanese have a very large amount of object mass nouns, as would be predicted by Rothstein (2010) given few nouns display mass behavior in all relevant contexts.

6. Conclusion. In summary, looking at the relative numbers of morphosyntactic environments in which a noun’s countability is overly specified and the number of object mass nouns across languages, the pattern that emerges fits with the hypothesis argued for in this paper: The number of object mass nouns in a language is related to the number of morphosyntactic environments in which a noun’s countability is overtly specified. Comparing the relative amounts of these phenomena in English, Greek, Hungarian, and Japanese reveals that the language with the largest amount of morphosyntactic environments in which a noun’s countability is specified, namely English, is indeed the language with the largest amount of object mass nouns, while languages with much smaller amounts of morphosyntactic environments in which a noun’s countability is specified, namely Greek, Hungarian, and Japanese, likewise have much smaller amounts of object mass nouns.

This hypothesis fits with acquisition research that shows that the countability of a noun can be observed by children as young as three years old by looking at the morphosyntax in which a noun occurs (e.g. Gordon 1985). This hypothesis also fits with the analysis of object mass nouns and countability argued for by Sutton & Filip (2016), given they do not predict that any particular type of language should have zero object mass nouns (unlike Chierchia 2015), nor do they predict that any particular language should have a very large number of object mass nouns (unlike Rothstein 2010). Instead, Sutton & Filip (2016) predict that object mass nouns should be found among nouns that can refer to individuals that overlap with respect to what counts as ‘one’. Sutton & Filip (2016) therefore set a cap on the number of object mass nouns that can occur in a given language, though this cap is straightforwardly compatible with the findings reported here unlike the predictions of Chierchia (2015) and Rothstein (2010).

What can be concluded from these findings is that it is most likely that the amount of object mass nouns in a language is a complex phenomena that has to do with a large number of characteristics of nominal systems rather than just one characteristic as seems to be the case in the analyses of Chierchia (2015) and Rothstein (2010) where number marking and counting constructions respectively are the characteristics of a language’s nominal system that most significantly impact the number of object mass nouns. Instead, relative amounts of morphosyntactic environments in which a noun’s countability is overtly specified seems to be a more accurate
predictor.

The set of morphosyntactic environments available must also impact the number of object mass nouns in a language given some environments will be more or less likely to be used in discourse—e.g. a quantifier such as *many* can be applied to more contexts than a quantifier like *dozens of*—so the rate at which certain morphosyntactic environments occur will be affected in some why by the semantics of the environments themselves. Future work comparing the types of morphosyntactic environments in which a noun’s countability is specified that are available in different languages, along with the relative amounts of object mass nouns, might be able to characterize the impact that particular types of these morphosyntactic environments have on the amount of object mass nouns.
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